
 

Motorola to Bring Mobile Operators Next-
Generation, High-capacity, Scalable Network
Platforms with HP Technologies

August 17 2004

Expanding upon a long-term relationship, HP and Motorola today
announced a multi-year agreement under which Motorola plans to
incorporate powerful, industry-standard HP technologies into its CDMA
and iDEN® network infrastructure offerings. The resulting new, high
capacity, scalable platforms in Motorola’s Radio Access Network will
provide mobile operators with leading edge telecom network
infrastructure solutions that can reduce cost and increase flexibility for
operators.

Globally, mobile operators strive to generate new revenues and reduce
network costs by replacing cumbersome network elements built on
proprietary technologies with modular, industry-standard products. With
the standards-based HP platforms, Motorola will continue to provide
operators with the cost-effective, highly flexible and interoperable
networks and network services they need to provide wireless voice and
data services.

Using the new network products built with HP technologies, Motorola
will be able to meet the needs of operators in mature markets while
tailoring solutions that are attractive to smaller mobile operators in
emerging markets.

“This collaboration between Motorola and HP is a significant
development for standards-based network infrastructure,” said Keith
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Mallinson, executive vice president, Yankee Group. “Operators need
flexible and scalable network infrastructure at lower and lower prices,
allowing them to invest in new services. HP brings low-cost commercial
IT while meeting rigorous specifications of carrier-grade networks.
Motorola will focus on expanding capacity and lowering cost per
subscriber with this standardized platform.”

Specifically, HP will deliver and support a complete hardware and
software platform that will help manage key functions in the central call
path of the network. The new platform will put Motorola and its
customers on the leading edge of platform technology, and provide a
stable, assured roadmap for the future. Motorola will have a powerful
and flexible platform that can adapt to changing market needs. It consists
of three elements:

• HP cx2600 64-bit rack-mount server, a carrier-grade version (NEBS
Level 3 Certified) of HP’s commercial rx2600 server, a part of the HP
Integrity server family which utilizes Intel® Itanium processors. The
common platform for both telephony and IT networks will give
Motorola added flexibility;
• The Linux operating system, with carrier grade features in line with
OSDL specifications and hardened to meet telecom standards; and
• HP OpenCall Radio Signaling Controller software, a version of HP’s
industry-leading implementation of the Signaling System 7 industry
standard that handles all call signaling and connection in the core
network.

Motorola, working closely with HP, will integrate its own high
availability middleware and application software with elements of the
HP platform to create the core infrastructure for its iDEN network,
which will utilize the HP Integrity cx2600 server running Linux, and the
Motorola CDMA radio access network, which will utilize all three
elements of the HP platform.
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“Motorola has been collaborating with HP throughout HP’s 25 years in
telecom networks, and this new platform embodies the power of the
convergence of IT and telecom,” said Ann Livermore, executive vice
president, Technology Solutions Group, HP. “HP is committed to driving
the benefits of its IT-based Adaptive Enterprise strategy into the telecom
market, and these modular, standards-based platforms will enable
Motorola customers to synchronize network resources to business need.”

“These new HP platforms will enable Motorola to give our customers
exactly what they need in a fast-changing market -- world-class
equipment, attractive return on investment, and the flexibility to adapt
their networks as needed,” said Adrian Nemcek, executive vice
president, Motorola, and president and chief executive officer of its
Global Telecom Solutions Sector. “Motorola and HP have been
cooperating for many years to deliver business value for operators, and
this agreement will continue that track record of success.”

Source: Motorola
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